The computation of vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules through the exact diagonalization of algebraically determined matrixes based on powers of Morse coordinates is made substantially more efficient by choosing a properly adapted quantum-mechanical basis, specifically tuned to the molecular potential. A substantial improvement is achieved while still retaining the full advantage of the simplicity and numerical light-weightedness of an algebraic approach. In the scheme * Corresponding author. E-mail: andrea.bordoni@unimi.it 1 we propose, the basis is parameterized by two quantities which can be adjusted to best suit the molecular potential through a simple minimization procedure.
Introduction
In a previous work, 1 an algebraic method for the computation of vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules was introduced. Although this is a 1-dimensional (1D) problem, thus an in principle trivial task, the algebraic method shows substantial advantages over both the real-space grid solution of the Schrödinger equation and harmonic-oscillator-based techniques. These advantages are especially important for extensions to the multidimensional problem of polyatomic vibrations.
The expansion of the molecular potential in powers of the Morse-potential related quantity v(x) = e −α(x−x 0 ) − 1, namely
allows an efficient and accurate approximation of a well-behaved molecular potential in the whole energy range, from the minimum region to the dissoci-ation threshold, generally involving a moderate number N max + 1 parameters a 2 , . . . , α and x 0 . Even potentials substantially distorted with respect to the Morse potential can be treated successfully. With the potential expressed in the form of Eq. (1), the complete Hamiltonian
(here µ is the reduced mass of the 2-body problem and x is the radial coordinate) can be represented on a quantum-mechanical basis of choice.
The accuracy and efficiency of the direct diagonalization methods rely both on the accuracy of the potential approximation of Eq. (1) and on the properties of the selected basis. The basis had better be complete but also manageable, i.e. related to the algebraic properties of v(x), so that the evaluation of the matrix elements can be done rapidly and without approximations:
this will be needed especially in view of extensions to polyatomic molecules.
The Basis
Previous research 1, 2, 3 showed that the basis φ n (y) = αn! Γ(2σ + n) y σ e 
can be usefully employed in general diatomic contexts, with the special choice
where [s] indicates the integer part of s, and with s related to the Morse term a 2 (v(x)) 2 in the potential expansion (1), by
With the conditions (5,6) the basis (3) was named quasi number state basis (QNSB). 2 In the present work, we only assume α and x 0 in Eqs. (3, 4) are the same as in the potential expansion (1) , and that σ > 0 and s > − (TS):
with s fixed by Eq. (6). Equation (3) thus defines a (s, σ)-parameterized family of bases, generalized QNSB (GQNSB), all sharing the following main features: (i) the basis (3) is complete; (ii) the kinetic and potential operators can be written in terms of generalized ladder operator as specified below, so that (iii) the matrix elements of a vast class of relevant operators is computable easily and exactly by means of simple algebraic relations.
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Even though all infinite GQNSB's are substantially equivalent, regardless of s and σ, different bases characterized by different values of s and σ show different performances when truncated to a finite number N s of states and applied to a given quantum mechanical problem specified by µ, α, a 2 , a 3 , . . . , a Nmax . Indeed, the purpose of the present work is to demonstrate that a properly chosen truncated GQNSB can improve the efficiency of the computation substantially, compared to earlier choices.
1, 4 3 Matrix elements
We follow here the same approach 1 derived from SUSY quantum mechanics. 2, 6 We introduce the generalized Morse ladder operators
parameterized by the real quantity q. 7 These operators, with a suitable choice of q, act on the states (3) of the GQNSB as ladder operators:
where
According to Eqs. (8, 9) , σ links the parameterized basis (3) to the corresponding family of generalized ladder operators. Thus, each and every basis of the form of Eq. (3) can be managed algebraically in this formalism, for any given choice of σ > 0. In practice, the eigenfunctions (3) depend explicitly on s, α and x 0 , beside σ. We fix x 0 to the position of the minimum of the potential (1), as it would not provide a substantial advantage otherwise. Likewise, we select for α the same value as in the potential expansion, because otherwise all relevant matrix representations would be dense rather than sparse. 8 With these constraints on x 0 and α, an arbitrary s can be usefully employed in the basis definition: for any s value, the momentum operator p x and the multiplication operator e −α(x−x 0 ) can be written in terms of the ladder operators (8) :
where also theÂ operators depend implicitly on the s parameter appearing in the definition (4) ofŷ. On the GQNSB (3), the matrix elements of any physical operator expressed as a polynomial of e −α(x−x 0 ) and p x can be computed algebraically since Eqs. (11,12) express them in terms of the ladder operators of the corresponding specialized basis. We derive here explicitly the algebraic form of the Morse Hamiltonian for general q and s.
Using Eq. (12), the kinetic operatorK =p
By applying the commutation relations
[Â(q),Â(q
Likewise, powers of e −α(x−x 0 ) appearing in the potential-energy operator are obtained starting from Eq. (11). For example,
Thus, the Morse-potential term reads
Accordingly, the Morse HamiltonianĤ M =K + a 2 (v(x)) 2 is expressed in algebraic form aŝ 
The form of Eq. (20), indicates that by further setting
the operator form of the Hamiltonian simplifies even more, and the Morse Hamiltonian factorizes as:
which recovers the algebraic form of the Morse Hamiltonian of previous works.
1, 2
The use of different values of q and s produces a GQNSB, where the algebraic computation of the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian (2) is not significantly more intricate: in particular on a GQNSB, the Morse Hamiltonian is 5-band diagonal, rather than tridiagonal, 9 and higher powers of (v(x)) k in Eq. (1) generate (2k + 1)-band diagonal matrices (like in the QNSB).
For practical potentials, usually substantially distorted from the pure- 
GQNSB parametric dependency
The shape of the wavefunctions (3) The σ-dependence (Fig. 2b ) is less trivial: for larger σ, the wavefunction deforms and shrinks, concentrating toward the region of the minimum, and decaying more rapidly at large x. The role of the σ parameter is particularly important: as the n th GQNSB wavefunction (3) has the general form
(P ol[y, n] stands for a polynomial of degree n in the variable y), σ controls the decay rate of the wavefunctions for y → 0, i.e. at the dissociation region.
In particular, by choosing small σ, the basis wavefunctions spread away from the well region thus improving the convergency of high-energy states, possibly at the expense of quality of the low-energy states in the well. Equation (23) and Fig. 2 show that the general shape and in particular the amount of localization of the GQNSB wavefunctions can be tuned freely by choosing suitable s and σ parameters: this allows improving the variational efficiency of a truncated GQNSB for a specific quantum-mechanical problem.
Optimization of the basis parameters
Assume that the exact N b bound state eigenvalues E ex i of the Hamiltonian are known; we can measure the RMS discrepancy of the discrete spectrum due to basis-incompleteness bỹ
in terms of the numerical eigenvalues E i , obtained by diagonalizing the matrix ofĤ, Eq. (2), on a finite GQNSB composed by the first N s (> N b ) states and parameterized by s and σ. For fixed N s we can search for the optimal s min and σ min that make∆ minimum.
In fact, the a priori knowledge of the exact eigenvalues E ex i is not necessary: due to the variational nature of basis truncation, a "better" basis makes all eigenvalues E i lower. Accordingly, the optimal s min and σ min parameters can be defined as those producing the lowest eigenvalue spectrum for the assigned basis size N s , i.e. those minimizing
This approach only requires that the number N b of bound eigenstates is known. Of course, the number N b of bound states can be determined once and for all, for example by means of a calculation on a very extended QNSB.
The minimization of∆ and of ∆ leads generally to slightly different results, but the following qualitative discussion applies equally well to both schemes.
Unless specified, for the determination of s min and σ min , we minimize ∆ as defined in Eq. (25), and compare ∆ to its fully-converged value ∆ 0 computed on a largely complete basis.
In a typical application of the GQNSB, one starts from a molecular po-tential energy expressed in terms of an expansion of the form of Eq. (1).
Before considering realistic dimers (H 2 and Ar 2 ), we illustrate the properties of the optimized GQNSB for a simple toy potential defined by N max = 4, a 2 = a 4 = 625, a 3 = 0, α = 4 , and x 0 = 1,
which we solve combined with a kinetic term specified byh = 1, µ = 1.
We minimize ∆ with respect to s and σ, for two fixed numbers of basis states N s = 30 and 16. for σ equal to its optimal value σ min (solid curve), as s approaches the optimal s min value from below, ∆ decreases relatively slowly, while for s increasing beyond s min , ∆ grows very steeply. The σ dependence of ∆ has a sharp and roughly symmetrical deep minimum around σ min .
The reason for the observed s and σ dependencies of ∆ is related to the GQNSB wavefunction profiles of Figs. 1 and 2 , and Eq. (23). When s increases, the GQNSB wavefunctions shift almost rigidly toward the dissociation region of the potential. As the GQNSB wavefunctions decay much more rapidly for small x than for large x, approaching s min from below the accuracy of the representation of the bound states localized in the well region improves slowly, but soon after the optimal s is found, all wavefunctions move their localization region to the right of the equilibrium position, and cease to account well for the eigenstates behavior at the left of x 0 . On the other hand, σ affects mainly the vanishing rate for large x, which affects the bound states representation quite severely, but in a rather symmetric way.
Convergency can be quite substantially improved by tuning the wavefunctions localization, and this can be achieved by choosing the most appropriate s and σ, thus precisely the OGQNSB.
Examples of Applications

Ar 2
We compare the OGQNSB and the QNSB for the calculation of the vibrational spectrum of the Argon dimer, for which a reliable ab-initio molecular potential is provided 10 in terms of a set of 47 points in the range x = 0.25 to 20Å. Patkowski et al. 10 propose an analytic expression fitting the ab-initio points rather accurately. We fit the ab-initio data instead to the expansion of Eq. (1), up to degree N max = 8. The resulting best-fit coefficients are reported in Table 1 . Since the repulsive small-x region does not affect the bound states significantly anyway, we privilege the convergence inside the binding well region, with a weighted fit. 11 Despite its simplicity, generality, and the relatively small number of parameters involved (N max + 1 = 9), the resulting expansion is quite accurate, throughout the whole energy range covered by the 47 ab-initio points. In particular, in the well region the agreement is quite good, with a RMS discrepancy δ RM S of less than half wavenumber, see Table 1 We apply the algebraic method and solve the resulting quantum-mechanical problem (2) for the bound-state eigenvalues, using QNSB and GQNSB of different size N s . Table 2 OGQNSB, we obtain the complete spectrum, and with an accuracy ∆ − ∆ 0 of 6 · 10 −5 and 0.013 cm −1 respectively. The accuracy of all bound levels but the last one is basically the same as for the corresponding QNSB, but the complete discrete spectrum is obtained, including the highest level. The accuracy of the N s = 15 OGQNSB is therefore better than that of N s = 100 QNSB, for Ar 2 . Reducing the basis size below N s = 15, the highest state is missing, but the GQNSB can still be tuned to obtain a fair accuracy of all other states (∆ − ∆ 0 < 0.5 cm −1 for N s ≥ 11).
H 2
In a previuos work 1 we applied the QNSB formalism to the ab-initio adiabatic potential 13, 14 for the H 2 molecule. We found that an expansion (1) up to N max = 12 fits all 169 available ab-initio points with a deviation δ RM S = 5.5 cm −1 . This expansion, whose parameters are reported in Table IV 
Conclusions
The substantial improvement of the variational accuracy of the boundstate spectra computed on a OGQNSB w.r.t. the unoptimized QNSB permits in practice to make calculations of a given accuracy on a significantly smaller basis size. While this improvement is practically irrelevant to the solution of the 1-dimensional vibrational problem of diatomics, it is of great importance for the application of this method to the calculation of the spectra based on the ab-initio multi-dimensional potential surfaces of polyatomic molecules, as is currently pursued in quantum chemical research. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 We are currently testing the generalization of the expansion (1) to the polyatomic case.
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10 script B and P stand for basis and potential respectively)
, where the C n are the coefficient of Eq. (10). This recursion implies that if α P = kα B , for integer k, all matrix elements of integer powers of e −α P (x−x 0 ) are non-vanishing. Moreover, these recursive relations are more intricate than the algebraic rules holding when α P /α B is an integer.
(9) In addition, Eqs. (5) and (6) 26), computed with the GQNSB of N s = 30 elements, as a function of s, and for σ fixed to σ min , to σ min ± 0.005, and to σ min ± 0.01. 
